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I. Introduction 

Today, the Internet is the largest worldwide network of various networks. It has emerged as the most powerful 
tool for an instant access to the right kind of information in few seconds of time to end-user at any time and at any 
place in the world. Nowadays, users are not depending on conventional information sources to handle the latest 
developments in the Web-based application designs. Therefore, the Web metrics can be used for the purpose of e-
metrics or Web analytics to measure e-commerce based applications via interactions with its actual contents. But 
these metrics, in the aggregate, may not be giving you the numbers you’re looking for. You may need to get more 
specific to get the precise information you need. This is important to understand because, for example, there are 
specific visitors from particular places, and, to maximize each visitor’s value; they should be given specific cure. 
To reach the required level of granularity, you should subdivide your results by monitoring and optimizing the 
Web-based conversion metrics in order to improve your results. On content side, for example, let’s consider that 
your average visitor scrolls at three Web pages in a visit. However, what if you knew that a visitor who comes to 
you from Google look at eight pages and one who comes in from Yahoo! only looks at one page? This 
information is essential because it can directly influence your advertising strategy and profitability. So, your 
company strategy should be to buy low cost per visitor (CPV) and sell high sales per visitor (SPV). Moreover, for 
e-commerce applications, it is also important to know sales per visitor. If sales per visitor are higher for Google 
than for Yahoo!, and hence, it is quite interesting to note the users’ characteristics who visited more pages. 
Consequently it doesn’t mean that visitors buy more products on Google’s as compare to Yahoo!. So, before 
rearranging your advertisement campaign of intended information system, use e-commerce metrics to confirm 
what you learned from content metrics or not. Here’s an example of some of the ways you can measure CPV 
based on the users’ statistics: (a) Total CPV for site, and (b) CPV for Google AdWords campaign or any other 
search engine tool campaign. Let’s use the Google or Yahoo! example above. If the average page views per visit 
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on the site fell during a certain month, one explanation could be that visitors from Google dropped while visitors 
from Yahoo! increased. If you know a Google visitor both views more pages (content metrics) and buys more 
products (e-commerce metrics) than a Yahoo! visitor, you can tell this to the decision-makers what happened and 
why. Moreover, the same ideas can be combined with the information architecture systems to increase their 
popularity.  
Web-based application is essentially a client-server system, which consists of a variety of Web-based applications 
(based on static and dynamic aspects of Web application designing). It has also been observed that from hypertext 
document applications to sophisticated high volume e-commerce applications often involving supply, ordering, 
payment, tracking and delivery of goods or the provision of services. Therefore, the main focus is for 
implementation and comparison of effort measurement models for Web-based hypermedia applications based on 
implementation phase of development life cycle. For this work, various size measures are studied at different 
points in the development life cycle of Web-based systems to estimate effort, and these have been compared 
based on several predictions [6], [7], [5], [13]. The main objective of design metrics is to provide basic feedback 
of the design being measured. There may be general lack of objects, polymorphism, inheritance, high level of 
coupling between the object classes or an uneven behavior amongst the classes.  
The major aim of this research paper is to demonstrate an approach, which appears promising in terms of 
producing effective information architecture for designing valuable Web metrics. At present time, the companies 
developing Web-based systems face the problems and challenges of estimating the required development effort in 
a fixed time frame. On the other hand, effort estimation models that have been used for many years in traditional 
software development are not very accurate for Web-based software development effort estimation as said by 
Reifer [20]. Keeping the above-mentioned requirements in mind, a number of activities involving study of Web-
based information systems by using practical and theoretical analysis. Efforts have been made to understand the 
design specifications, and develop the corresponding Web-based modules by using client-server technologies of 
Web design [18], [4], [24], [1], [9]. The modules have been designed to work in client-server and stand-alone 
modes under different operating environment. 

II. Effective Information Architecture 

It is very well said by Rosenfeld and Morville [21] that: “The information architect of a large, complex Website 
should be two things: someone who can think as an outsider and be sensitive to the needs of the site’s users, and 
at the same time is enough of an insider to understand the site’s sponsoring organization, its mission, goals, 
content, audiences, and inner workings. In terms of disciplinary background, the information architect should 
combine the generalist's ability to understand the perspectives of other disciplines with specialized skills in 
visualizing, organizing, and labeling information”. 

Information architecture involves organizing information and navigation mechanisms so that users may find 
and use that information effectively. The purpose of this workflow detail is to: Organize the Website’s content 
and features into a logical structure of the whole Website, define page structures for individual pages or page 
types (i.e., templates), and to develop navigation mechanisms to facilitate users’ access to information and 
functionality. The information architecture consists of two major objects: Site Map and Wireframes. Developing 
information architecture involves organizing information structure and navigation mechanisms so users can find 
and use that information effectively. The Site Map organizes all the pages in a Website or Web-based application 
to show the big picture of the overall structure. Wireframes complement the Site Map. A wireframe is an abstract 
diagram illustrating the structural aspects of a page or page template. A wireframe defines the types of 
information and services (including navigation) available on a page. It does not usually contain the actual copy or 
visual design elements, keeping the focus on information, interaction, and navigation. Colors, imagery, shapes, 
and other graphic design elements are generally addressed in the development of creative approach activities. 
Therefore, through close collaboration among roles and the use of a controlled set of complementary Site Map 
and Wireframes and other possible artifacts, the team specifies the functional requirements and information 
architecture in an optimal fashion. So, the process of an effective information architecture should involves the 
following aspects of design: (i) Clarify site’s mission and vision, (ii) Determine content and functionality, (iii) 
Minimize the politics, (iv) Map out how the site will change and grow, and (v) Specify how users will find 
information by defining:  Organization, Navigation, Labeling, and Searching systems. 

A. Organizational Structures 
Organization structures present various ways in which user can search the information. The organizational 

structures can be classified in various ways: (i) Linear: one after another, (ii) Hierarchy: top-down, (iii) 
Hypertext: any piece of information can be linked to any other, (iv) Database: information can be brought out as 
needed, and (v) Programmatic structures: used to provide a look more like that of a computer application than a 
document 

A.1 Linear Structure  
It is the simplest structure, which involves only links to a “next” page, or possibly a previous one. Due to this 

reason, it has limited applications on the Web. Example of linear structure includes slide shows. 
 A.2  Hierarchical Structure 
A hierarchy structure is a top-down approach and many real-world organizations use hierarchies, for example: 

military structure, most corporate structures, plant and animal species etc. Each Website is organized into a series 
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of directories (generally called bins), which contained a number of HTML pages referencing the same five inline 
images (GIF, JPEG, MPEG, BMP, PNG, and a number of PDF files formats. These formats can be extended to 
support more through the use of external interfaces). An index.html file (with a single inline image) in the root of 
the Website pointed to each of the bins [22]. An index.html file in each bin pointed to the HTML pages and PDF 
files so a Web crawler could easily find all the resources. The number of resources in each Website is determined 
by the number of update bins B, the last day that resources were deleted from the collection T (the terminal day), 
and the bin I, which contained 5 images per HTML page. Update bins were numbered from 1 to B, and resources 
within each bin b were numbered from 1 to [T/b]. 

 Resources were deleted from the Web server according to the bin number. Every n days one HTML 
page would be deleted (and associated images for pages in bin I) and one PDF file from bin n. At any given day d 
during the experiment (where d = 0 is the starting day and d ≤ T), the total number of resources in the Website is 
defined as:  

 
1

2 ( , )
B

c b

i

Total d Total i d


 
                                            (1.1) 

The total number of HTML, PDF and image files in bin b on any day d is defined: 
Totalb(b,d) = HTML(b,d)+PDF(b,d)+ IMG(b,d)               (1.2) 
The total number of resources in each update bin decreases with the update bin’s periodicity. The total 

number of resources in each update bin decreases with the bin’s periodicity. The number of HTML, PDF and 
image files in each bin b on any day d is defined as:  

HTML(b,d) = [T/b]−[d/b]+1                                                          (1.3) 
It has been observed that the search engines “prefer” sites that are wide rather than deep, and that having a site 

index will result in more thorough crawling by the big three crawlers – Google, Yahoo!, and Lycos. Simply put, 
the resources on a wide Website are found near root level, and have very few “slashes” in the URL: 
http://www.kukinfo.com/dirI/X.html, for example. The resources on a deep Website occur many levels below 
root and will have several slashes in the URL: 
http://www.kukinfo.com/dirA/dirB/dirC/dirD/dirE/dirF/dirG/dirH/dirI/X.html, for example: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.1 wide Website design. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  

 
 

Figure 1.2 deep Website design. 
A wide Website has a large number of directories and resources listed at or near root level, i.e., there are only 

a few “slashes” in the URL. Slashes are an indication of depth in a Website [13]. Figure 1.1 is wide, and its 20 
resources (A to J) will each only have one or two slashes. For example, the URL for J.html in figure 1.1 would be 
http://www.kukinfo.com/dirI/J.html. A deep Website has many slashes in its URLs. The following: 
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http://www.kukinfo.com/dirA/dirB/dirC/dirD/dirE/dirF/dirG/dirH/dirI/J.html is the URL for J.html in figure 1.2, 
which has 10 slashes, i.e., it is very deep. 

  A.3  Distributed or Hypertext Structure 
It allows any piece of information to be linked to any other. This gives great flexibility to the designer, but can 

lead to confusion for both the designer and the user. As an organizational principle, the best way to use 
distributed structure is to add it to a simpler structure such as a hierarchy, in the form of links that take the user to 
all the important pages on the Website. It is basically good for less structured, creative relationships. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1.3 hypertext structure of Website. 
A.4 Database Structure 
It is a Collection of information, which has been divided into records. The records consist of fields, and each 

field has the same kind of information. The database advantages in Web application provides: Information put 
into a database can be displayed in many ways, the Websites based on databases can be repurposed easily, 
information can be used in different contexts (Web, printed, etc.), and every field can be a different way to 
organize the records. The database disadvantages contain: records must follow rigid rules, entire content of a Web 
page, cannot easily be put into a database, database information must be merged into a Web page template. It is 
good for retrieving structured and homogeneous information. In Web based applications the relational database 
records are grouped into tables and each database table is linked to others by key fields. In order to databases in 
Web base deigns the static HTML pages can be produced once and put on a server, dynamic Web pages can be 
produced “on the fly”, static Web pages can be indexed by Web search engines, and dynamic pages can’t be 
indexed by search engines, and are sometimes called the dark matter of the Web.  

A.5 Programmatic Structure 
 Advanced Web features, such as XML and Extended Style Sheets, can be used to provide some exciting 

features to a particular Web document. Semantic Web based applications using NeOn toolkit can be used for 
effective searching, and some other programming languages, such as Java, can be used to provide an interface 
similar to a computer game. JPEG and MPEG media standards can be used to offer a 3D interface with 
animation, sound, and live video. On the other hand, such interfaces are not commonly use. An example is the 
Java based Internet railway reservation system, or Internet banking system etc.  

III. Proposed Web Page Retrieving Mechanisms  

For retrieving Web pages, the methods of breadth-first and depth-first approaches are used. This is quite 
dissimilar with the ordinary server-based implementation. The figure 1.4 and figure 1.5 exemplify the details of 
these approaches. From example in the figure 1.4, breadth-first traversal starts with visiting link1, followed by 
link1a and then link1aa, without considering in which server those pages are located. Whereas, in a normal 
breadth-first Web traversal, the traversal route is based on where the pages are located. For instance, if it happens 
that link1a in the page1 located in the same server with the page containing it, then link1b will be traversed next if 
it is not in the same server 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1.4 breadth-first traversal of Web page. 
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Figure 1.5 depth-first traversal of Web page. 
Similarly for depth-first traversal, no physical location of Web pages in the server is considered for deciding 

the traversal path. From figure 1.5, depth-first traversal visits all the links within a page. So, the route in the above 
example would be link1, link2, link3 and so on. This page-based implementation represents the human browsing 
and searching process, which seldom takes into account the actual location of Web pages situated, links are 
usually followed sequentially or randomly as how they are positioned in the Web page containing them. So, on 
the basis of these approaches, the process of automating Web traversal processes to gather the information about 
Web pages can be investigated. Subsequently, the quality of information found using breadth-first and depth-first 
traversing approaches is compared. The same can be integrated for successful development of information 
systems on the basis of Web’s hyperlinked structures to retrieve new pages by traversing links. 

IV. Development Strategies for information Architecture 

This section is designed to discuss various Web development strategies. The Web is a collection of interlinked 
hypertext documents accessed via the Internet. With a Web browser, a user views Web pages that may contain 
text, images, videos, multimedia and navigational elements between them using hyperlinks. The WWW was 
created in 1989 by British scientist Sir Tim Berners-Lee, working at the European Organization for Nuclear 
Research (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland, and released in 1992. Tim Berners-Lee has played an energetic role 
for the development of Web standards including the markup languages for designing Web pages, and in recent 
years has advocated his vision of a Semantic Web. The working of the Web is based on hyperlinks which are 
used to navigate between documents (called “Web pages”) with the help of a program called a Web browser. A 
Web browser is a software based application program that enables a user to enter and display text, images, audios, 
videos, music, games and other information usually located on a Web page at a Website on the WWW or on a 
local area network. A Website is simply a collection of inter-linked Web pages. Web pages need not be related. 
By its very nature, Web makes it possible to link any number of items, including other page.  

A. Technological Advances While Designing a Website  

The Web has many audiences; all of them are looking for information, goods and services as demand. This 
kind of information on demand has been the most prevalent kind of Web application. The way in which the 
people access the Web has a huge impact on Website development and design. The Website size and their 
accessible speed already have dramatics impact on the way Web teams develop Websites and on the cost of 
Website development. Designing for every platform, browser and monitor speed is not financially feasible. So, 
the current solution is to study the technological advances of the target audience and design for that audience. If 
you use technologies that require certain plug-ins or software, most Web teams create detection scripts to figure 
out what users need to get the most out of the site.  

V. Key Elements for Web Design  

Wachtel [25] discussed some of the key elements during design process for building a Web-based design or 
Website. Those key elements are described as follows:  
i) Original content: The hallmark of an excellent Website is content that clearly states your business in 

terms that are meaningful to your viewers. We spend a lot of time with our clients, learning how to 
capture the essence of their message in their Web pages. Instead of presenting content in a format and 
language that follows your business organizational structure, we help you visualize your content the way 
someone “on the outside looking in” would want to view it.  

ii) Well-organized and easy to read: Viewers equate poor organization with poor design. Your Website 
should be easy to read on the screen or printed. Viewer should easily find their way around your 
Website, and locate important information quickly.  

iii) Viewers love to click! and hate to scroll!: Keep moving with a site that has many short pages, 
thoughtfully linked to draw them through your Website. This is probably the most powerful, but often 
overlooked, advantage of using Websites to present information.  

iv) Share your knowledge: Every business has knowledge that their viewers might find useful. Use your 
Website to showcase that valuable asset! White papers, “how to” and “helpful hints” as well as 
publications you have shared in paper form all make good content, if they are organized and edited 
properly.  

v) Helpful links to external Websites: While you may be concerned that this will take viewers away from 
your site, keep in mind that they will leave anyway if they don’t find what they are joking for? If you 
provide a list of useful links, people will return to your Website for reference. A well thought out list of 
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links adds credibility to your Website, and in fact, will get your Website listed higher in directories such 
as Yahoo!, Google etc. 

vi) Intelligent use of graphics: A picture may say a thousand words, but if it takes too long to load, who will 
get the message? On the other hand, nobody wants to look at a site that is all text. We try to balance the 
graphic elements with the text so the viewer’s interest is kept alive, and your message gets across.  

vii) Be Interactive: We do our best to create a Website that encourages viewer participation. Whether this is 
as simple as filling out a “Contact Us” form, or a more complex database driven application, 
interactivity is one of the elements we strive to provide in your Website.  

viii) Keep it fresh: The updates are vital to keeping your site “alive” to your viewers. If you have detailed 
content that changes frequently, then it is always better to do updating. Monthly or quarterly updates can 
be made to your Web Page and other key pages that will take little time or effort on your part, and 
continually, add value and credibility to your Website.  

A. Key Features in Good Web Design  

The following are the key features that should be kept in mind while designing a good Website: (i) Text: In 
text the background of the Web pages does not interrupt the text, text is big enough to read, but not too big, the 
hierarchy of information is perfectly clear, and columns of text are narrower than in a book to make reading easier 
on the screen, (ii) Navigation: In navigation the buttons and bars are easy to understand and use, navigation is 
consistent throughout Website, navigation buttons and bars provide the visitor with a clue as to where they are, 
what page of the site they are currently on, frames, if used, are not obtrusive, and large site has an index or site 
map, (iii) Links: The link colors coordinate with page colors, and links are underlined so they are instantly clear 
to the visitor, (iv) Graphics: In graphics the buttons are not big and dorky, every graphic has an alt label, every 
graphic link has a matching text link, graphics and backgrounds use browser-safe colors, and animated graphics 
turn off by themselves, and (v) General Design: In general the Web ages download quickly, first page and home 
page fit into 640 x 460 pixel space and all of the other pages have the immediate visual impact within 640 x 460 
pixels, good use of graphic elements (photos, subheads, pull quotes) to break up large areas of text, and every 
Web page in the site looks like it belongs to the same site; there are repetitive elements that carry throughout the 
pages [5]. Despite of the above-mentioned key elements for a good Web design, one should also take the effort 
estimation required before designing the Web-based hypertext applications.  

VI. Analyzing Design Characteristics for Web Applications 

Today the current Web-based applications are full-fledged and consist of complex Web-based software 
systems. Therefore, the development of Web-based applications requires a refined methodology and sound 
engineering approach called Web Engineering. This part highlights the characteristics of Web application 
development to provide a unique way to analyze and implement an efficient Web system.  

A. Application-Specific Design Characteristics 
When developing Web applications one has to consider not only functionality but equally address content, 

hypertext, and presentation aspects [11]. 
A.1 Content-Specific 
The Web is playing a special role as information medium to its intended audience. Beyond the required 

functionality and navigability, Web-based applications are thus heavily content-specific. The content of Web 
pages comprises not only structured data residing in database systems but also unstructured and semi-structured 
data such as style and color consistency, code length, textual descriptions or multi-media information. However, 
the complexity in the Web-based systems arises mainly from the fact that content is generally highly dynamic in 
nature and continuously updated. Moreover, users typically demand high content quality in terms of topicality, 
accurateness, consistency, and reliability [23]. Thus, the development of Web-based applications is not only a 
difficult task but relies heavily on Web authors responsible for the content.  

A.2 Presentation-Oriented 
In traditional Software systems the “look and feel” is often to a large extent determined by standardized user 

interface elements and style. Presentation is a central quality factor for Web applications where visual appearance 
is subject to volatile fashion, trends, and new technical features [19]. In addition, Web application needs to be 
self-explanatory requiring particular attention to visual design and the uniformity of the interaction style 
behaviour. 

A.3 Hypertext-Oriented 
According to Conklin [3], Web applications advocate the hypertext paradigm as the fundamental paradigm for 

structuring information. The basic elements of the Web-based hypertext design are nodes, frames, anchors, and 
links. The typical examples to access the hyper-textual information include browsing like in online library 
catalogues, querying like in e-learning applications, or guided tours like in virtual fairs. However, the essential 
factors of the hyper-textual information can be achieved through specific navigation design (i.e. site maps, 
keyword searches, traversed paths, etc.). 

B. Usage-Specific Design Characteristics 
The users of Web-based design applications often vary in numbers and cultural background. They can also 

use heterogeneous devices, and freely choose the time and location of accessing the Web application [10].  
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B.1 Natural Context-Specific 
The natural context includes aspects of the location and time of access, offering the opportunity of new kinds 

of context-based services. In addition, the possibility of immediate and permanent availability of Web-based 
applications requires 24/7 availability, in particularly due not to the advent of mobile applications. 

B.2 Technical Infrastructure 
The available end-user devices may vary in hardware and software capabilities such as computational power, 

browser version, or display size. In addition, network connections differ with respect to bandwidth, availability, 
and reliability all affecting the quality of service [19]. The complexity of Web-based deigns can be increased even 
further due to the fact that the actual representation of the Web application on the client device is normally 
outside the control of the developers. For example, users configure their browsers individually and may even 
disallow certain essential features (e.g., applets, cookies, Active X controls or JavaScript). 

B.3 Variety and Size of User 
The users of Web application differ in age, social and cultural backgrounds, skills, capabilities, goals, and 

intentions [12]. The heterogeneity has to be considered by Web application developers since the Web demand no 
obligation and Web-based applications will only be used to bring immediate advantage. Moreover, the number of 
users accessing the Web application may vary considerably making scalability another crucial quality aspect. 

C. Development-Specific Design Characteristics  
Web application developers need to deal with frequent changes, use of different application specific 

platforms, conditions, uncertainties, and risks not always present in conventional software projects.  
C.1 Development Team 
Web application development is a multi-disciplinary field comprising of Web authors, software developers, 

art designers, print publishers, and marketing experts [17]. Such teams are also dominated by younger team 
members, which are generally inclined towards applying new and often still immature technologies [15]. So, 
proper coordination should be maintained between the members of development team.  

C.2 Development Environment 
The technical infrastructure used for developing a Web application is characterized by a high degree of 

volatility and heterogeneity. Web application development relies on a broad spectrum of different COTS 
components (e.g., Web server, database system, application server, publishing framework etc.). Because of the 
increased time-to-market pressure and introduction of new technologies these components are often immature and 
fall short in reliability, functionality, and stability. 

C.3 Process 
Web application development processes are characterized by frequent changes and adjustments, which are 

necessary due to rapid technological developments, fast changing trends, volatile requirements, and rigid 
schedules. This calls for highly iterative, flexible, and prototype-oriented development methods [2], [15]. 

C.4 Legacy Integration 
The legacy system needs to integrate in Web-based applications. The external services provided by these 

systems are, however, rarely documented and often change without notice, thus negatively affecting the quality of 
the overall Web application. 

D. Evolution-Specific Design Characteristics  
Web applications are subject to frequent changes and regular evolution. Their development is driven by 

rapidly changing technology and the volatility of Web applications. Unlike conventional application software, 
Web applications evolve continuously and therefore, negotiability of quality often sacrifices maintainability [8], 
[14]. 

VII. Reliability of Web Applications 

Web applications are used by a large audience and are accessible widely. Therefore, they need to be more 
robust and reliable. Our strategy is based on detecting the most common errors by prioritizing testing based on 
usage frequencies. As different users take different paths in using the Web applications, by making use of the 
above mentioned strategy the information collected using log files can be used to uncover errors and helps to 
concentrate the testing efforts on the most used sequences to make them more reliable. To provide an objective 
assessment of the reliability of Web applications, information extracted from access and error logs can be fitted to 
various reliability models. For example, if a total number off errors are recorded (referred to as failures in 
software reliability engineering, denoting behavioral deviations) for n hits, the estimated reliability R according to 
the Nelson model [16] and Dhawan and Kumar ([6], [7]), one of the most widely used input domain reliability 
models, can be obtained as: 

R =1-f/n = n – f/n                                                  (1.4) 
When usage time ti is available for each hit i, the summary reliability measure, mean-time-between-failures 

(MTBF), can be calculated as: 

MTBF=1- Eti f                                                                 (1.5) 
When the usage time ti is not available, one can use the number of hits as the rough time measure. In this case, 

MTBF =-f. If discovered defects are being fixed over the observation periods, the defect fixing effect on 
reliability (or reliability growth due to defect removal) can be analyzed by using various software reliability 
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growth models (SRGMs). Moreover, the SRGMs can also be used to assess the effectiveness of usage based 
testing by only considering unique failures. 

VIII. Conclusions and Further Scopes  

Now it has been realized that the traditional approaches for effort estimation in software engineering are not 
good enough to fulfill all the requirements raised by the continuous growth of Web-based design applications. As 
a result, many researchers are currently making significant and ongoing contributions to design a cost effective 
and good information architecture containing all the unique design characteristics, and good organizational 
structures for developing Web-based systems. In future our main focus will be to establish and use of sound 
scientific, engineering, management principles and systematic approaches to the successful development, 
deployment and maintenance of high-quality Web-based information architectures. It is also very important to 
understand the wider context in which a Web-based system or application will be used, and design an appropriate 
information architecture that will support the design, development, operation, and maintenance as well as 
evolution of the Web application by addressing the basic key issues and considerations as mentioned in this 
chapter. It is strongly recommended that Web developers and project managers move away from an ad hoc, 
hacker-type approach to a well-planned, systematic, and documented approach for the development of large, 
high-performance, evolutionary, and/or mission-critical Websites and applications. Finally, our key 
recommendations for successfully developing and implementing large, complex information or Web system are: 
(i) To adopt a sound strategy and follow a suitable methodology to successfully manage the development and 
maintenance of information systems, (ii) To identify, plan, and schedule various development activities so that 
they have a defined start and finish, (iii) To plan and schedule the activities which are important to successfully 
manage the overall development, allocate resources, and monitor progress, (iv) To consider the full picture during 
analysis, planning, and designing a Web application, and (v) To recognize that development of a large Web 
application calls for teamwork and shared responsibility among the team members in order to motivate a team 
culture. Moreover, information architectures have been successfully applied in a number of Web applications. 
Well-engineered information architecture should be complete, usable, robust and reliable, maintainable, secure, 
good performance under all loads, scalable, portable, compatible with multiple browsers, reusable, interoperable 
with other Web and information systems, universal accessibility, right function, and Well-documented. 
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